
 

 

 

Warning: Severe Electric Overload 
 

Carol R. Keppler M.EI 

  
Because of the world we live in, our harmonic electric bodies are experiencing “chaotic electric” interference 

on a daily basis. The result is threefold: 1) the normally alkaline body goes acid, the perfect terrain for 

disease to thrive.  2) inflammation sets in, causing blocks to wellness.  3) cell membranes become scarred 
preventing the hydration needed to amp hydroelectric energy for cellular self-repair. 
 

Electropollution is here to stay 
 

Close to home we have everything from the clock radio beside our bed to hybrid cars, hospital stays, 

airplanes and airports, military installations, high tension wires, cell towers, electric blankets, waterbeds and 
tanning beds, TV’s, hair dryers and shavers, and on and on. And of course, wireless technology with its 

streaming WIFI and WIFI-max is a giant offender. 
 

Now another problem. We live in a soup of electro-magnetic radiation stretching through the Infinite Energy 

Field with periodic cosmic hits from solar flares in 2000. An even more dangerous degree of radiation 
exposure is caused by the more recent coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The level of radiation was 

released on the planet, in June 2012 with its Ultra Violet B-rays. There has been slow recognition of the 
problem which can cause “radiation sickness and retina damage through 2013. The sun’s blue-white 

brilliance and extreme heat are its warning signals. Check out the websites at NASA, NOAA, and 

SpaceWeather.com for more information. 
 

Because electric is cumulative over time, symptoms may initially be mild. However, eventually symptoms 
can become seriously disabling, often being (mis-) diagnosed as allergies, migraines, chronic fatigue, 

fibromyalgia or even an “auto-immune disorder”, when it’s actually a short circuiting of the harmonic electric 
body. 
 

Symptoms may be many and varied. Here are some of the most common:  
 

●Depression/anxiety, random thoughts,  ● Acidic system/digestive upset 
”mind chatter”      ● Colon malfunction 

●Mood swings/out-of-character actions  ● Muscle aches 

●Brain fog/confused thinking/headaches   ● Respiratory distress 
●Heart irregularities/pain   ● Irritation of mucus membrane (sinus/allergies) 

●Unexplained fatigue    ● Nervous system (hypersensitive to tastes, smells, 
●Discomfort when near electrical devices             light, noise) 

   

Is protection possible? 
 

First, it must be understood that electrosensitivity is caused by the irritation or sensitizing of not only the 
mucus membranes throughout the body, but the entire nervous system. The resultant symptomology makes 

it extremely uncomfortable to live in this electric world — and often life-threatening once the accumulated 
electric reaches critical mass. 

 
Once the cells are cleansed of all chaotic electric and/or electromagnetic radiation from its many sources, it 

needs protection to keep it clear.  

 
Protecting the human harmonic electric body is difficult at best. Avoidance is suggested though not actually 

possible. The best suggestion is therapeutic jewelry (i.e., a “deflecting” piece of jewelry). Since most 
therapeutic jewelry collects electric, it soon provides no protection at all. Although these pieces prevent 

further contamination they do not address electric that has already accumulated in the cells. Unfortunately, 

it’s only after electric has been neutralized that the body can begin to repair cellular damage.   
 
The neutralizing of chaotic electric is easily and completely addressed by Bioenergetic, the new energy 
medicine. We have a simple system that is fast, easy to use, and specifically designed to clear electric 

overload (EO). More information at www.altwaterstech.com/articles-by-carol/ 
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Therapeutic Jewelry 
 
Enough information has come-to-light over the past decade to cause great concern about the potential 
damage to the human body of electromagnetic radiation (EMR), and even more insidious, extreme low 

frequency waves (ELF). 

 
There are many different types of what is known as “therapeutic jewelry” on the market with plenty of hype 

about their protective power against all the electric which surrounds us in our modern society. 
 

Energy Intuitive, Carol Keppler, has researched the best selling pieces and found that after a short time 
most no longer were protective. The problem with most was the inability to deflect electric. These products 
accumulated electric to the point they were no longer protective, leaving one with a false sense of security. 

It is also important to know that therapeutic jewelry does not clear chaotic electric from the cells. It’s not 

yet proven that there is a product that can. AltWatersTM
 Technology is a leader in this field with a FourStep 

System for neutralizing electrical overload including harmful radiation and then the use of the Maltese 
Medallion to prevent subsequent electric/EMRs. For more information visit www.altwaterstech.com  
 

Of the thirteen characteristics rated, only one of the many pieces of jewelry reviewed passed the test. 
Therapeutic jewelry “A” and “B” are the two best-known and most expensive pieces. 

 
 

 

References: Alternative Medicine: The Definitive Guide, Edited by the Burton Goldberg Group 
      

       Intuited readings confirmed by applied kinesiology and dowsing. 
       Public Health SOS  
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Protecting the Harmonic Electric Body Maltese 
Medallion 

Therapeutic 
Jewelry A 

Therapeutic 
Jewelry B 

Screens negative ELF signals Deflects Helpful  until saturated  Helpful  until saturated 

(non-ionizing radiation) 100%       Then:0        Then:0 

Screens radiation (ionizing) 100% 0 0 

Screens solar flares 100% 0 0 

Screens geopathic stress 100% 0 0 

Screens electro-magnetic fields 100% 0 0 

Radiates 8Hz signal  
similar to the Earth’s 7.9Hz 

100% 0 0 

Allows body to operate within 

its own natural frequency range 

100% 0 0 

Increased nerve cell communication 90% 0 0 

Living tissue remains functional 90% 0 0 

Allows unclumping of lymph and 
 blood cells to 

10% 0 0 

     ● Help move nutrients into cells/tissues 10% 0 0 

     ● Improve repair capacity 10% 0 0 

 

THE MALTESE MEDALLION  
THERAPEUTIC JEWELRY 

 

This beautiful handcrafted sterling silver Maltese Medallion has been charged to 
provide protection from the negative effects of the frequencies associated with 

magnetic and electric. Harmful frequencies are virtually impossible to avoid: ELF 
waves, electrical power lines, air travel/ x-rays, MRIs microwaves, electrical 
appliances, TVs, computers, cell phones, cell towers, streaming WIFI and 
harmful underground currents and much, much more. 
 


